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Hello everyone. Welcome to the April newsletter.
Unless you had been away for the month of March you know that in these parts it came in like a lion
triggering memories for many of the infamous 4 March 1966 storm.

W

March Speaker

ind-up: See page 3

Mr. Chris Randall Bsc, FIFM, CEnv

The Newsletter needs your stories. We have
three this month and I need some for the next.

For those who were unable to see and hear the
interesting and informative presentation by
Chris on 21 March here is a very brief synopsis
of it together with his bio.

Nursery Rhyme Delight
by
Sheila Johnston

The main topic of Chris's studies and the subject
of his presentation was willow bio-engineering,
an alternative erosion control technique that
uses living and inert willow material alone or in
combination with other materials to better
restore riparian habitats while protecting
property. While it has been successfully applied
across North America, Europe and Asia it has
only recently been used in a very limited way in
Manitoba.

Context: this story dates back to when classes
ran until noon on December 24. I was teaching
Children's Literature in the Library and
Information Technology Program.

I knew that not many of the students would
attend class on the morning of December 24,
so I gave simple assignment - they were to
bring a collection of nursery rhymes to class
and share their book with rest of the group.
One student was quite delighted when he
found that there were many more verses to
"Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star" than he
remembered. He was sharing some of those
verses with the class when there was knock
on the door. I looked up to see my husband
and my three year old son, looking in. They
had brought in my contribution to the
department's Christmas party, being held
that afternoon. My son was both amazed and
delighted to learn that his mother "the
teacher" spent her days listening to nursery
rhymes!

Willow bio-engineering can be used to protect
stream banks and small lake shorelines by
slowing erosion and restoring riparian habitats
for native vegetation and wildlife.
Deep bank instability and high energy reduces
the opportunity for its use on large rivers and
lakes but it may be incorporated alongside other
engineering techniques to extend its range of
use.
Provided biological and physical limits of willow
bio-engineering are understood there is
potential for this technique to be used much
more extensively in Manitoba.
Continued on page 2.....
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In Memorium
JAMES GORDON CARTWRIGHT 1917 - 2013

Chris and his wife Selena have resided in
Manitoba since 2010 after moving from the UK.
He is attending the University of Manitoba where
he is studying toward a master of Natural
Resource Management at the Universities Natural
Resources Institute.

On March 2, 2013, at 96, Gordon Cartwright
Passed away.
Initially employed as a meat cutter by the
Hudson Bay Co., he joined the RCAF in 1943,
and was station in England. Following his
discharge in 1946 he continued his career as a
cook and meat cutter becoming responsible for
the food services department of the Manitoba
Teachers College (Normal School). Joining the
Manitoba Institute of Technology, Gordon
became the instructor of food services. When
MIT was relocated to Notre Dame Avenue and
renamed to Red River Community College in
1969, Gordon was instrumental in the building
plans for the food services department. After
his retirement in 1982 as department head,
Gordon pursued his passion of carpentry. Not
one to sit back and watch life go by, Gordon
built a home and barn on a large lot becoming
a gentleman farmer with chickens, horses and
an apiary.
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eventually landed in Sydney. My first action was to
speed right by Colin and Bev, who were waiting at
the gate, and dash straight into the washroom: sure
enough, the water does swirl in the opposite
direction. (Later, I also checked out the direction of
travel of the quarter moon observant in the
southern Australian sky.)

Australian Surprise

Rather than the horse and carriage ride, we found
an alternative two horses drawing a
covered wagon (AU $65) in the Hunter Valley. This
was out in the wine country, where we spent the
entire day with our friends, touring three vineyards
and taking part in tasting sessions and a silver tea
set luncheon!

By Bob Friesen

In further support of the above events, we have
666 photographs and 10½ hours of video, as well as
Skype by which to remember and reminisce with
Colin and Bev.

Three events drew me to visit Australia:
1. In the fourth grade, when Miss Cartmell
told us that water in Australian bathtubs and
sinks swirled in the opposite direction, my wee
doubting but analytical mind suggested I better
see for myself.
2. My dear wife, ever the romantic one, had
always desired to have a starlight horse and
carriage ride with her beau in an exotic setting.
3. We really missed our Australian friends
Colin and Bev, who had resided in Winnipeg for
20 years and then had returned to their
homeland.
So, I discreetly arranged with Colin and Bev to
coordinate a trip down under for 6 weeks, and for
them to celebrate our 25th anniversary together
with us.
My surprise gift to Val at our Anniversary Pool Party
in Winnipeg was to casually flip her two

ducats for a horse and carriage ride from
curbside at the Sydney Opera House. Sure
enough, Colin checked it out and found that

Looks like you have all the makings of a
presentation at a Heritage Group meeting – how
about it Bob? Editor.

Wind-up: If? - Where? - When?
We have only two proposals to be presented at
the 18 April meeting, they are:
1. Travel to the Hitch 'n Post Ranch for lunch
by diesel locomotive on 27 June. See web
site http://tickets.pdcrailway.com/
2. Tour of the University of Manitoba
Engineering and Information Technology
Complex (EITC) buildings plus see
Nanotechnology, Biomedical, Robotics,
and their new satellite. Lunch at the
Bistro Two O Five.
Please attend the meeting and let the
executive know what you would like to do.

Any other Suggestions?

such rides did indeed exist (at AU $300 per person
for one hour’s ride!).
After thirty hours of interrupted flying we
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Where are they now?
Stories about former RRC employees, where they are and what they are up to.

Our first former RRC employee is:

Greg Lafave

Greg Lafave was an instructor in the Graphic Arts
and Creative Arts programs for 20 years until his
retirement at age 56 at which time he and his wife
Ruth moved to Calgary to be closer to family.
Idle hands were not for Greg as within two days he
was working in the Printing and Graphic Arts at the
Heritage Park Historical Village. It has now been 14
years since Greg became coordinator and trainer
for the Strathmore Standard Newspaper in the
Village.

Greg & Ruth Lafave

is finding it more difficult to maintain his love of the
physical and mental challenges of carpentry at the
level he would like. He is however continuing his
calling in the Roman Catholic Church as an
ordained Deacon of over 30 years.

It is with pride that Greg informs visitors to the
Village about the intricacies of the printing trade
with talks and practical demonstrations of the
equipment much of which has been around since
the 1870 through 1912.

Greg and wife Ruth will be celebrating their 50th
wedding anniversary on 20 April, 2013 with family
and friends.

A true educator Greg is now passing on the
knowledge and skills required to run the print shop
equipment to future generations. This has taken
the form of specifically written packages which
include nearly 3,000 pictures. There is now a
substantial library of advanced learning
packages, including videos of the theory and
practice of printing. The work of the members has
not gone unnoticed as they received an award from
the Province of Alberta called the Historical
Sustainability Award.
Now you would think that working at the Village
paper would be enough for most people, but not
for Greg. Almost immediately on arriving in Calgary
he started to teach seniors about computers at a
large retirement centre when not at the Village

Greg locking-up a Type Form on the
140 years old (the press, not Greg)
Wharfedale Printing Press.

About 11 years ago Greg started to work in the
Carpentry department at the Village helping to
maintain the 160 year old buildings. Now 74, Greg
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